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Yoel Genin - Biography 
 
My name is Yoel Genin, I am a Berkee International Student from Israel. I play Electric Guitar, 
compose and arrange, always looking for the right blend of musical styles that I am influenced 
by, such as Jazz, Fusion, Progressive Metal, Israeli and Middle Eastern music. 
 
Music has been a huge part of my life, since I remember myself. At the age of 6 I started 
learning the piano, and that was also the time I composed my first 15-second melody. The piano 
was very rapidly replaced by other instruments – Drums, trumpet, and eventually at the age of 
12 – the guitar, which became my main instrument of choice. At the age of 14 I formed and led 
my first Rock band, TPK, in which I played guitar, composed, arranged and sang. By the age of 
18, I finished my musical high school studies with the grade of A, recorded demos, and 
performed with TPK in some big venues in Israel. At that time I was recruited to the Israeli 
Defence Force, which is mandatory. At that time I gained leadership, work and instructional 
skills.  
 
At the age of 22 I started my music studies at Rimon College of Music in Israel. There I 
expanded my knowledge in composition, Jazz guitar, harmony and production, while learning 
from the leading teachers in Israel. After getting a scholarship for Berklee College of Music 
during my second year at Rimon, I decided to continue my studies towards a Bachelor Degree 
in Jazz Composition at Berklee.  
 
The beginning was not easy. Being a new international student at Berklee, not knowing almost 
anyone around me was very challenging, but I did my best to get to know new people, make 
collaborations and focus as much as I can on the classes I took. By the second semester at 
Berklee (Spring 2015) I felt that things started to flow. I started performing in student recitals, 
recording for projects and also creating my own. The peak of this semester for me was taking 
part in the Mediterranean Music Institute concert at the BPC, in which we played my 
arrangement to an ancient Hebrew song, and also played with the legendary Antonio Serrano. It 
was during this semester when I was notified that I won the Alex Ulanowsky award, as well as 
entered the Dean’s list. Towards the end of the semester I also got the opportunity to arrange a 
song by the great Carmen Lundy, who came to perform at berklee. She performed my 
arrangement, along with the Jazz Composition Workshop Ensemble. By the end of this 
semester I gained an extreme amount of knowledge from the Jazz composition classes I took, 
and lots of experience performing, composing, arranging and recording for, and with fellow 
students. 
 
While being back home in Israel most of the summer, I got to play a few concerts in my 
hometown Eilat – along with famous Israeli musicians and artists – Mosh Ben Ari, Eli Finish and 
Shlomi Shabat. I also recorded guitar for two upcoming albums by great musicians – 
Augmented Reality Project and Anakdota.  
 
Fall 2015 was the semester when my original group HAGO was created, and started playing my 
own compositions and arrangements. Our first concert, which I will probably never forget, was 
my recital at 1A recital hall. Apart from HAGO I found myself bouncing between rehearsals, 
homework and other project non-stop, constantly busy making the thing I like the most in this 
world – music. I can’t describe how fulfilling, satisfying it feels doing this, even when it means 
skipping a night of sleep. In this semester I got the privilege to be part of arranging and 
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recording a Berklee Video – a cover medley to Dirty Loops, as well as play and arrange for the 
Middle Eastern Fusion Ensemble. We performed in the Berklee Encore Gala in Marriott Hotel 
and in David Friend recital hall. Performing along with Harshitha Krishnan at the BPC for 
Parents’ weekend was a great experience.  
 
Now, as I am in my second to last semester at Berklee, after recording another Berklee Video, 
and performing in different Berklee venues, I am planning to keep up the work on my classes, 
as well as participate in student projects, concerts and festivals. I am planning to record my 
compositions along with my group HAGO this summer, and hopefully have some more 
opportunities to perform our music. I feel that every second I’m at Berklee I’m learning so much 
and gaining more and more of experience. I am very grateful for this opportunity and I feel that it 
definitely prepared me for my future as a musician! 
 
 
 
 


